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_________________________ 

Recall : 

•Data → raw and unorganized fact that required to be processed to make it meaningful . 

>Data is always interpreted to derive meaning . 

•Info → Set of data which is processed in a meaningful way according to the given requirements . 

>info is processed ,structured,or presented in a given context to make it meaningful&useful . 

 

•Types of q’s in questionnaires : 

-Open ended → Used mostly ; Can’t be answered w/ ‘yes’ or ‘no’ response or w/ static response . 

(Require more than 1 word answers) 

-Coding → Directed / the options come in the form of (A , B , C / 1 ,2,3) .. 

 

•Types of Data : 

▫Quantitative → Numerical / Measured  

     1.Discrete (Count data) :have only certain fixed values and no intermediate values possible. 

    2.Continuous(Real-Value) : between any two points. There are at least theoretically infinite   number 

of values  

▫Qualitative → Categorical / can’t be expressed as # or can’t be counted as numerical values .  

    1.Nominal (aka not ordered) : name only ,,variables w/ no inherent order or ranking seq  

   Variables can’t be ordered one above the other ;has no ordinary sense  

   >.Binary variables : variables w/ only 2 options ; like ‘yes’or’no’ Q’s//Gender Q’s ...survived or 
died, present or absent 
   2.Ordinal Variables : Variables w/ order series → can be ordered from lowest to highest ; has sense of 

ordering  

•Imp :One variable can be both quan.&qual. → Gd ex on that is : Bp which can be expressed by numbers 

(quan.) or by words (qual.) 

•Types of measurement scales : 

 Nominal scale <Ordinal scale<Interval scale<Ratio scale  

★ The four scale types are ordered in that all later scales have all the properties of earlier scales & 

additional properties 

_____________________________________________ 

(1)Nominal Scale → Named Variables ;it does not scale objects along any dimension.It simply labels objects. 

(2)Ordinal Scale → Nominal categories w/ implied order , numbers are used to place objects in order 

  << the order of the values is what’s important and significant, but the differences b/w each one is not rlly 
known>>. 
(3)Interval scale → any range of values that have a meaningful mathematical difference but no true zero , The 
interval differences are meaningful. But, we can’t defend ratio relationships 
Ex : T in celsius  
 <<Interval scales are nice because the realm of statistical analysis on these data sets opens up>> 
(4)Ratio scale → allows any researcher to compare the intervals or differences.&possesses a zero point or 

character of origin. This is a unique feature of ratio scale. For example, the temperature outside is 0-degree 

Celsius. 0 degree doesn’t mean it’s not hot or cold, it is a value. 

Ex : Ht, wt, bp 

 

 



 

 

Variables types : 

(1)Dependent → the variable being tested and measured in a scientific experiment. The dependent variable 

is 'dependent' on the independent variable. 

(2)Independent → variable that is changed or controlled in a scientific experiment to test the effects on the 

dependent variable. 

<<As the experimenter changes the independent variable, the effect on the dependent variable is observed 

and recorded.>> 

→ Remember, the values of both variables may change in an experiment and are recorded. The difference 

is that the value of the independent variable is controlled by the experimenter, while the value of the 

dependent variable only changes in response to the independent variable. 

→ Whether a variable is dependent or independent is determined by the statement of the problem and 

study objectives. 

 

 

Quan. analysis software : 

SAS >SPSS>STATA (Three most common) 

 

◾SPSS interface : 

 Windows → 

Data editor window :The default window when you run SPSS  

has 2 pts →  Data view window & Variable view window  

◾Data view window :The place to enter data –> Columns: variables & Rows: records  

◾Variable view window :The place to enter variables – >List of all variables &their characteristics  

 

Guidelines for data entry (مهم) 

(1)Give each variable a valid name (8 characters or < w/ no spaces or punctuation, beginning w/ a letter 

not a numeric # ) 



(2)Avoid the following variable names:  TEST, ALL, BY, EQ, GE, GT, LE, LT, NE, NOT, OR, TO, 

WITH ,AND . 
(3) Each variable name must be unique; duplication is not allowed. 
(4) Do not make columns wider then 8 characters, unless absolutely essential.  

(5)Do not combine variables in one column ; each variable should be in its own column. 

(6)All data for a project should be in one spreadsheet.  Do not include graphs or summary statistics in the 

spreadsheet. 

(7)String variables cannot be used for any arithmetic computation. 

 

 

Broad Categories of Statistics  

(1)Descriptive stat. deals w/ the meaningful presentation of data such that its characteristics can be 

effectively observed.  

→ Frequency Distribution& Measure of Central Tendency& Measure of Dispersion. 
(2) Inferential stat., deals w/ drawing inferences and taking decision by studying a subset or sample from 

the population.  

 

→ Raw data is a data collected as they receive.  

→ Organized data is data organized either in ascending, descending or in a grouped data. 


